


For over 30 years, DaVinci has been
dedicated to enabling all parents to provide
the best for their children with thoughtfully

designed and thoroughly tested products that
create a safe and loving home.

Our wide range of contemporary styles
at affordable price points has helped millions

of moms and dads build the nursery
of their dreams.

tested  trusted  loved
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DaVinci also teamed up with America’s
favorite baby brand to bring a line of stylish

and contemporary pieces for the nursery,
with the same high quality that

parents can trust.
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GREENGUARD Gold
Certification

We have the largest
collection of GREENGUARD
Certified nursery products!
Tested for over 10,000 chemicals, 

GREENGUARD Certified products help improve
indoor air quality, creating a healthier 
environment for your baby to sleep,

play and grow.

Why should you care?

Low-Emitting Exceeds Standards

Safe for Children

Babies need cleaner air
to support their development.

GREENGUARD products are tested
for over 10,000 chemicals that are

commonly known to pollute
indoor air.

GREENGUARD products meet or 
exceed the most rigorous chemical 
emission standards. Very few other 
nursery brands meet this standard.

With cleaner air quality in your home, 
you can rest easy knowing that your 

baby is happy & healthy and focus on 
enjoying your little bundle of joy!
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We surpass the standards
Safety is our priority, and our internal testing

standards exceed the industry standards, from slat strength to
the materials we use. In addition, all of our furniture meets voluntary 
ASTM standards, in addition to federal CPSC regulations. We strive 
to provide the safest possible environment for baby, and are proud 

of the quality we have achieved and maintained.

REQUIREMENT ASTM/CPSC
STANDARDS

Slats/spindles static load strengths
(16 CFR 1219, ASTM F1169) 80lbs 135+ lbs

<.009%

<.009%

<.001%

<.001%

<.001%

undetectable

<.01%

<.1%

Total lead content in paint
(CPSIA Section 101)

Total lead content in surface coating
(CPSIA Section 101)

Total lead content in substrate
(CPSIA Section 101)

Phthalates
(CPSIA Section 105)
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TOP CRIB COLLECTIONS

FEATURES

4-in-1 Convertibility

Additional Storage

Adjustable Mattress Height

Exceeds Safety Standards

Matching Dresser Available

GREENGUARD Gold Certified

COLBY 4-IN-1
convertible crib with trundle drawer

This crib features clean lines and a spacious, built-in 
trundle for a beautiful and practical nursery. Converts to 
a toddler bed, day bed, and full-size bed for use long 

past the nursery years.

white grey / white

grey washed natural
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COLBY 4-IN-1 LOW-PROFILE
convertible crib

This crib combines clean lines, outstanding quality
and multi-functional design. Converts to a toddler bed,

day bed, and full-size bed for use long past
the nursery years.

white

grey

grey / white

washed natural

light sage

navy

petal pink

NOLAN 4-IN-1 FEATURES
convertible crib

This crib is a clever combination of a classic Americana 
design with romantic farmhouse styling. It highlights
a contemporary shiplap style planked headboard 

framed by traditional curved-top molding.

white

grey

espresso

navy

chestnut

FEATURES

4-in-1 Convertibility

Adjustable Mattress Height

Matching Dresser Available

Exceeds Safety Standards

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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MORGAN 4-IN-1 FEATURES
convertible crib

This crib features raised horizontal molding on
a solid panel headboard. Converts to a toddler bed, 

day bed, and full-size bed for use long past
the nursery years.

CHARLIE 4-IN-1
convertible crib

This crib features a graceful arched
headboard with delicately carved molding

and slim feet. The crib easily converts from crib
to toddler bed, daybed, and full-size bed.

white

grey

chestnut

espresso

ebony

forest green

espressowhite

grey

4-in-1 Convertibility

Adjustable Mattress Height

Matching Dresser Available

Exceeds Safety Standards

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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RYDER 3-IN-1
convertible crib

The clean lines and chic metal base of this crib
will bring a contemporary feel to any nursery.

Built to seamlessly transition from newborn to toddler, 
the crib has four different mattress heights and easily 

converts to a toddler bed and daybed.

OTTO 3-IN-1
convertible crib

This crib captures the timeless mid-century modern design 
with its clean lines, flared legs, and solid wooden slats.
Built to seamlessly transition from newborn to toddler,
the crib has four different mattress heights and easily 

converts to a toddler bed and daybed.

white walnut

FEATURES

3-in-1 Convertibility

Adjustable Mattress Height

Matching Dresser Available

Exceeds Safety Standards

GREENGUARD Gold Certified honey walnut

FEATURES

3-in-1 Convertibility

Adjustable Mattress Height

Matching Changer Available

Exceeds Safety Standards

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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KALANI 4-IN-1
convertible crib

This crib features gentle curves and sturdy
construction that can be converted for use as
a toddler bed, day bed and full-sized bed.

GROVE 4-IN-1
convertible crib

Constructed with sustainable New Zealand pine wood,
and finished with non-toxic materials, the Grove is stylish

as it is safe. Enjoy the classic understated beauty of
the Grove crib as your child grows from infancy into

the grade school yearsebony

oak

rich cherry

white

grey

espresso

chestnut

FEATURES

4-in-1 Convertibility

Adjustable Mattress Height

Matching Dresser Available

Exceeds Safety Standards

GREENGUARD Gold Certified chestnut

slate

white

espresso

FEATURES

4-in-1 Convertibility

Adjustable Mattress Height

Matching Dresser Available

Exceeds Safety Standards

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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Matching Dresser Available
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SPACE-SAVING SOLUTIONS

AUTUMN 4-IN-1
convertible mini crib

This mini crib grows with your child with its four different 
mattress height positions and converts into a mini toddler 
bed, daybed, and twin-size bed to grow with your child.

slatewhite

chestnut

FEATURES

4-in-1 Convertibility

Space Efficient

Adjustable Mattress Height

Exceeds Safety Standards

Matching Dresser Available

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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JENNY LIND 3-IN-1
convertible mini crib

This mini crib offers all the features we love
about the regular crib version - beautiful spindle details, 

wheels that allow you to move the crib more easily, 
convertible design and more.

white

natural

ebony

KALANI 4-IN-1
convertible mini crib

This mini crib features soft and subtle curves.
Four mattress levels allow you to adjust the

mattress height to your child’s growth.

white

grey

espresso

chestnut

ebony

FEATURES

3-in-1 Convertibility

Space Efficient

Adjustable Mattress Height

Exceeds Safety Standards

Matching Dresser Available

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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CHARLIE FOLDING PORTABLE
3-in-1 mini crib

This mini crib comes with optional rolling
wheels that allow you to move the crib freely
throughout your home. It is both durable and

lightweight and converts to a twin bed to grow
with your baby beyond the nursery years.

white

DYLAN FOLDING PORTABLE
3-in-1 mini crib and twin bed

This mini crib is the perfect fit for urban living
or to leave at grandparents’ home. Its smaller size 

and rolling wheels allow you to move the crib freely 
throughout the home. 

FEATURES

3-in-1 Convertibility

Space Efficient

Adjustable Mattress Height

Exceeds Safety Standards

Portable and Foldable

GREENGUARD Gold Certified

white

grey

espresso

chestnut

ebony
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3-in-1 Convertibility

Space Efficient

Adjustable Mattress Height

Exceeds Safety Standards

Portable and Foldable

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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EXTRA STORAGE OPTIONS

CHARLIE 4-IN-1 FEATURES
convertible mini crib & changer

This mini crib & changer is a beautiful, comprehensive 
solution for any stylish nursery. Its compact size helps 

maximize smaller spaces, so that your baby has
more room to play and grow!

white grey

4-in-1 Convertibility

Space Efficient

Adjustable Mattress Height

Exceeds Safety Standards

Extra Storage

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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COLBY 4-IN-1 FEATURES
convertible crib & changer combo
The Carter’s Colby Crib & Changer Combo

is now available in a versatile crib and changer combo
that provides everything you need for baby in one 

convenient package.

CHARLIE 4-IN-1 FEATURES
convertible crib and changer combo

This crib & changer features a graceful
arched headboard with delicately carved

molding and slim feet. Adjustable Mattress Height

4-in-1 Convertibility

Exceeds Safety Standards

Extra Storage

GREENGUARD Gold Certified white washed natural

Adjustable Mattress Height

4-in-1 Convertibility

Exceeds Safety Standards

Extra Storage

GREENGUARD Gold Certifiedwhite grey
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KALANI 4-IN-1 FEATURES
crib and changer combo

This crib and changer offers an abundance
of storage space. Featuring ample storage and classic 

design this crib is sure to grow with your baby
from nursery to kids room

COMPLETE YOUR NURSERY

COLBY
6-drawer & 3-drawer

dresser

MORGAN
6-drawer & 3-drawer

dresser

UNIVERSAL REMOVABLE

RYDER JENNY LIND

UNIVERSAL WIDE REMOVABLE
changing tray

convertible cubby changer
& bookcase

spindle nightstand

changing tray

Adjustable Mattress Height

4-in-1 Convertibility

Exceeds Safety Standards

Extra Storage

GREENGUARD Gold Certifiedwhite

grey

espresso
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1. convertible options

2. adjustable mattress height

crib toddler bed daybed full-size bed

3-in-1

4-in-1

Seamlessly transition from newborn to big kid! All DaVinci cribs are
easily convertible and designed to last into their teens.

(Conversion kits are sold separately)

Cribs that grow as fast as they do! DaVinci cribs are built with 4 adjustable mattress
positions to withstand even the most active babies! The mattress height should be lowered 

as your little one begins to sit and stand to reduce risk of climbing out.

is a newborn
learns to roll over

learns to sit up

learns to stand

when the baby...

5 crib features
to consider
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3. size & portability

standard mini crib & changer combo
Most common choice for crib size Perfect for smaller nurseries 

or living at the grandparents’
Space efficient crib and changer 
combos have attached changers 

and storage

4. materials matters
DaVinci has always focused on providing only the best for your baby, that’s why we use 

solid New Zealand pine wood from sustainable forests. This is one of the most sustainable 
and renewable wood resources, and its forests are expanding, increasing total wood 

production annually.

Consumer Products Safety
Commission (CPSC)

An independent federal regulatory agency 
that works to reduce the risk of injuries and 

deaths from consumer products

GREENGUARD
Gold Certification

Tests for over 10,000 chemicals and limits
the total of all emissions combined for 

healthier indoor environments

American Society for
Testing and Materials

An international standards organization
that tests materials and products according

to technical standards

5. safety standards
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Deluxe Coil
Complete
Slumber

Deluxe 
Coil Mini

Complete 
Slumber 

Mini

Non-toxicN on-toxicN on-toxicN on-toxic

Hypoallergenic Hypoallergenic Hypoallergenic Hypoallergenic

Waterproof Waterproof Waterproof Waterproof

---

Polyester

---

Polyester

Innerspring Coil

---

Innerspring Coil

---

Dual-sided

--- --- ---
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AWARD-WINNING SEATING

ARLO RECLINER
FEATURES

and swivel glider
With its clean lines and wingback style,

this timeless and versatile design can easily transition
to your home in the later years.

Comfortable Headrest

Easy Set Up

Recline and Relax

Bonus Pillow

Exceeds Safety Standards

Emissions-tested

FSC Certified Wood

GREENGUARD Gold Certified

ivory boucle

performance
cream linen

performance
navy linen

performance
grey linen

performance
charcoal linen
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ADRIAN SWIVEL GLIDER
FEATURES

with storage ottoman
With its clean lines and wingback style,

this timeless and versatile design can easily
transition to your home in the later years.

MADDOX RECLINER FEATURES
and swivel glider

Moms and dads can rest easy in this comfortable, 
durable chair that glides, swivels, and reclines

to a peaceful resting position.

vegan tan leather

misty grey

natural oat

shadow grey
ivory boucle

performance
cream linen

performance
grey linen

performance
charcoal linen

Comfortable Headrest

Easy Set Up

Storage Ottoman Included

Bonus Pillow

Exceeds Safety Standards

Emissions-tested

FSC Certified Wood

GREENGUARD Gold Certified

Comfortable Headrest

Easy Set Up

Recline and Relax

Exceeds Safety Standards

Emissions-tested

FSC Certified Wood

GREENGUARD Gold Certified
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award-winning

& best rated

Jenny Lind Crib 

ROMPER

BABYCENTER 

Charlie Crib 
Piper Glider

Olive Glider and Ottoman 

Deluxe Coil Mattress 

NAPPA

ECO-EXCELLENCE 

Jenny Lind Crib 
Olive Glider

Deluxe Coil Mattress 

NAPPA MOM’S CHOICE 
AWARDS 

MOM’S CHOICE 
AWARDS 

HOME AWARD 

Jenny Lind Crib 
Olive Glider

BABYCENTER 
LOVE IT AWARD 

Sleigh Toddler Bed 

WHAT TO EXPECT.
SLEEP AWARD S

Kalani Crib 

2022

2021

2020
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